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Message From the Director
This is a bittersweet letter for me, as it’s my last semester as
the Director of the Illinois Geometry Lab. I am moving to the
University of Washington this fall to pursue new opportunities,
but will be a regular visitor to see what the IGL becomes.
Every time I sit down to write these messages, I’m amazed at
the efforts of our members and leadership team. We continue to
expand our research profile, with members participating in
research programs like the Undergraduate Research Symposium
and the Rose-Hulman Undergraduate Mathematics Conference.
We’re building our public engagement partnerships throughout
the state, with a particular recent focus on the Chicago area,
where we have developed close ties with the Chicago Pre-College
Science and Engineering Program and Cook County District 104
in order to bring creative mathematics to new audiences.
IGL is also in the process of hiring an Assistant Director who
will be responsible for the day-to-day functions of the lab. We
have had some wonderful applicants and are excited to welcome
a talented new member of our leadership team.
We have been recommended for funding for a NSF Workforce
Program Grant entitled "Mathways," to connect our Merit
program for underrepresented minority and first-generation
college students to the IGL, and to develop a series of summer
camps for underprivileged students. This will enable the
Department to hire new postdoctoral fellows to mentor IGL
projects and help with the camps.
Finally, I would like to invite you all to the first Geometry Labs
United conference in Urbana, from August 28-30, 2015. It will
be a celebration of the Geometry Lab ethos, with participants
from labs across the country, great plenary speakers, and
workshops on public engagement and undergraduate poster
presentations.
—Jayadev Athreya

Hyperbolic Space on the
Oculus Rift
Faculty Mentor: Pierre Albin
Team Leader: Daan Michiels
Scholars: Kyle McDaniel, Daniel Pugliese, Byron Wooden
Since the discovery of non-euclidean geometry in the early
19th century many mathematicians have explored hyperbolic
space using pen and paper.
The goal of this project is to visualize 3-dimensional
hyperbolic space as it would look to an inhabitant, using
computer software. We use techniques from modern computer
games and adapt them to hyperbolic geometry to walk around in
this curved space. Apart from a regular computer screen, the
software can use the Oculus Rift, a virtual reality device to show
an immersive 3-dimensional image.

Collaboration Graphs and
Cluster Analysis
Faculty Mentor: Steven Bradlow

Team Leaders: Georgios Kydonakis, Ruth Luo
Scholars: Xinwei Li, Jing Mu, Jiarui Xu
With the goal of analyzing the database of jointly authored
papers by members of a mathematical network called GEAR, we
visualize the relationship of authors as a graph with a vertex for
each author and with edges indicating joint authorship. Our
objective is to detect the community structure in the graph and to
see how the authors from different subcommunities of GEAR
collaborate with each other. Using clustering algorithms such as
spectral clustering and a fast algorithm by Newman based on the
modularity of the graph (a measure of the strength of division of
a network into clusters), combined with a graph drawing
algorithm by Fruchterman-Reingold, we are able to display our
clustering results in an attractive and informative way. Our
method can also be generalized to other networks.

Phase Transitions in Long-Range
First-Passage Percolation
Faculty Mentor: Partha Dey

Team Leader: Ashish K. Pandey
Scholars: Ruixin Gui, Yue Liu, Ran Zhou
We consider an infection model on the infinite integer lattice
of dimension 1, 2 and 3. To each edge e of the lattice we assign
an independent random passage-time ωe/r(|e|), where |e| is the
distance between the endpoints of the edge e and ωe’s are
Exponential(1) random variable. Based on these passage times,
we study the asymptotic growth of the associated t-ball (the set of
vertices which can be reached within time t from the origin) as
time t tends to infinity. We took r(k) = k−α where α is a key
parameter and used an dynamic algorithm to simulate the
infection process in dimension d = 1, 2, 3 with: d < α < 2d,
α = 2d and α > 2d, in which we saw some interesting patterns.

d=2

d=3

Calculus, Geometry, and
Probability in n Dimensions

Faculty Mentor: A. J. Hildebrand
Team Leader: M.Tip Phaovibul

Scholars: Alexander Page, Yuliya Semibratova,
Yi Xuan, Eva Rua Zhang
If a stick is broken up at two random points, what is the
probability it will form a triangle? This question, called the
broken stick problem, first appeared about 150 years ago in an
examination at Cambridge University. It attracted the interest of
19th century French probabilists, and more recently was
popularized by Martin Gardner.
In this project, we consider the generalization of this problem
to three dimensions: if a stick is broken up at five points, what is
the probability that it will form a tetrahedron? Questions of this
type arise in the field of distance geometry, which has
applications in areas such as wireless sensor networks and
molecular biology.

Random Walks in Number Theory
Faculty Mentor: A. J. Hildebrand
Team Leader: Junxian Li
Scholars: Yu Fu, Ryan Grady, Yuda Wang, Jia Yu
In the 1980s, mathematical physicists discovered intriguing spiral-like
features while investigating certain classes of curves that arise in the
study of diffraction of light. Similar phenomena can be observed when
visualizing Fourier series with number theoretic coefficients. The graph
of these series reveal a surprising variety of features: some have
unexpected symmetries, some show spiral-type features and fractal-like
patterns, and yet others exhibit the chaotic behavior that is typical for
random sequences. By applying renormalization methods developed by
physicists, we seek to explain the observed behaviors.

Quantifying Residual Finiteness
and Untangling Curves
Faculty Mentor: Ilya Kapovich
Team Leader: Neha Gupta
Scholars: Haidong Gong, Xin Jin, Wenjie Zhu
Imagine your two year old daughter getting your ear-phones
tangled around a doughnut with two holes (this can certainly
happen)! Our ultimate goal is to figure out how “big” a doughnut
needs to be in order for you to successfully untangle your ear
phones. Before addressing this question, we are trying to
quantify a property known as “Residual Finiteness” in free
groups. Residual Finiteness plays a fundamental role in group
theory and its various applications, such as geometric topology,
hyperbolic geometry, representation theory, logic and analysis.
Our approach to quantifying these properties relies on using
certain special graphs. We use the geometry of these graphs and
some probability theory to draw our conclusions.

Dynamics of Vector Fields
Faculty Mentor: Stefan Müller
Team Leader: Ravi Donepudi
Scholars: Yilin Li, Danielle Sponseller, Zhihan Xiong
This project focused on the motion of particles in vector fields.
The main goals were understanding Hamiltonian Dynamics, a
generalization of Newtonian Mechanics, and using Mathematica
to visualize Hamiltonian systems.
A substantial part of this project was for each member to
understand not only the applications to dynamics, but also the
underlying theory, such as calculus of variations. We began by
considering the Euler-Lagrange Equations and the more familiar
Newtonian Mechanics, and then applied the Legendre Transform
to these equations to produce Hamilton’s Equations. This
transforms a system of n second-order differential equations into
a system of 2n first-order differential equations, which is much
simpler to work with. Finally, we applied our knowledge of
Hamiltonian Dynamics by computing the linking number of pairs
of flow lines of Hamiltonian vector fields to address open
questions in hydrodynamics.

Interacting Particles
Faculty Mentor: Ken Stolarsky

Team Leader: Santiago Camacho
Scholars: Andrew Lei and Dena Zhu
Consider a system S = {pi}ni=0 of n ≥ 2 charged particles in the
plane. We study the function
E(S) = ∑ |p j − pi|λ ,
i< j

when the points are restricted to two circles, and identify the
configurations that provide a maximum value for said function.
For λ between 1 and 2, this configuration depends on λ and the
distances between the two circles.

For the case λ = 1 we can see above a plot of the distance of the
x-coordinate of the points to the center of their restricting circles,
against the distance between the centers of the circles.
For λ ≥ 2 we get an extreme configuration of the form

.

The Landscape of Asymptotic
Calculus
Faculty Mentor: Lou van den Dries
Team Leader: Allen Gehret
Scholars: Qingci An, Jacob Harris, Konrad Wrobel
Asymptotics are a fundamental notion which pervade nearly
every field of mathematics and have very serious applications in
physics and computer science. In Calculus, we learn that we can
compare the eventual behavior of functions such as ex , xn, log x
etc. on some very large scale.
In this project, we have been developing visualizations for this
scale and other aspects of asymptotic differential algebra. In
particular, we have been looking in to ways of visualizing germs
of functions which belong to Hardy fields and various maps on
asymptotic couples. We are hoping these visual aids will help
make these topics more accessible to a wider mathematical
audience.
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Evolution of Curves and Surfaces
Faculty Mentor: Jordan Watts
Team Leader: Brian Collier
Scholars: Roger Burt, Yingqiu Huang, Michael Schirle
Consider a piece of string tied to make a loop, and imagine that
you are trying to maximize the area enclosed by the string
without breaking, cutting or stretching it. What shape will yield
the maximum area?
Our project aims to solve problems like the one above in an
evolutionary fashion. Our strategy is as follows:
1. Begin with a trial solution.
2. Randomly perturb this solution.
3. Select the new solution if it is better.
4. Repeat.
In this way we hope to improve our initial guess.
The problem above has a known solution: the circle. However,
the methods required to analytically show that the circle is
optimal are non-trivial and difficult to generalize to other
problems. We hope to use our strategy to find solutions to other,
possibly unsolved problems.

Undergraduate Presentations

In the past few years, IGL scholars have been presenting their
research in many places, both locally and nationally. Locally,
IGL Scholars presented in several departmental seminars,
including the Graduate Topology Seminar, the Number Theory
Seminar, and the Logic Seminar. They also are regular poster
presenters at the University of Illinois Undergraduate Research
Symposium. Several of our posters were chosen for Best Poster
Honorable Mention awards.
IGL members also are regular attendees and presenters at the
Rose-Hulman Undergraduate Mathematics Conference. At the
2013 Rose-Hulman conference, our Broken Stick team was
selected as the winner for the best presentation award. In 2014,
our Number Theory team was the finalist for the same award.
This year, we have 10 of our scholars presenting their research at
this conference, which is the highest number in recent history.
Several of our scholars also presented at the Undergraduate
Mathematics Symposium at the University of Illinois at Chicago
and the Young Mathematicians Conference at The Ohio State
University. These two conferences are well known for being
highly competitive with an acceptance rate of less than 40
percent.

Community Engagement

The Illinois Geometry Lab is committed to public engagement
and mathematical education. Our passion for mathematics
extends beyond the walls of the classroom through our
community activities such as Science at the Market, Martin
Gardner Day, and various open houses. We have a vested interest
in the education of students in our community. We organize
classroom visits and field trips to our lab for students from
preschool to high school. In collaboration with the local chapter
of the Association for Women in Mathematics we have also
organized a number of programs for middle school and high
school girls.
Outreach Manager: Michelle Delcourt
igl-outreach@math.uiuc.edu

About the Illinois Geometry Lab
The Illinois Geometry Lab is a facility at the Department of
Mathematics at the University of Illinois focusing on
mathematical visualization and community engagement.
At the lab, undergraduate students work closely with graduate
students and postdocs on visualization projects set forth by
faculty members. In the community engagement component of
the lab, IGL members bring mathematics to the community
through school visits and other activities.
To schedule an IGL activity with your group, contact the IGL
outreach manager at igl-outreach@math.uiuc.edu.

Joining the Illinois Geometry Lab
A list of IGL projects running in Fall 2015 will be available in
August. We invite all undergraduate students to apply. Some
familiarity with programming and completion of multivariable
calculus are recommended, but prerequisites vary by project.
For additional information on joining the lab, visit
http://www.math.illinois.edu/igl/join.htm

121 Altgeld Hall, Urbana, IL
E-mail: igl@math.uiuc.edu
www.math.illinois.edu/igl

